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In Kinesiology, when the muscles of the body weaken, that is 

taken as a NO answer to a question or statement
yes 25,000

When the muscles of the body remain strong, that is taken as 

a YES answer to a question or statement
yes 25,000

ALL answers to a question or statement come from 

Consciousness
yes 25,000

ALL answers to a question or statement come from the 

Creative side of Consciousness
no

Some answers are influenced by the Negative or Destructive 

side of Consciousness
yes -25,000

If a person tries to hold to the creative, all their answers will 

come from the Creative side of Consciousness
no

If a person asks  for the answers come from the Creative 

side, all their answers will come from the Creative side of 

Consciousness

no

If a person asks for the answers to come from the "Totality 

of Consciousness", the answers will reflect what will most 

benefit the entirety of Consciousness

no

The truth comes to us from outside our individual dimensions no  

The answers to Kinesiology come to the experiencer from 

within it's own dimension
yes 25,000

Question34 on the Nature of Consciousness
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To allow the experiencer to fully experience the role, free 

from any outside influence
yes 25,000

The answers to Kinesiology are influenced by negative 

energies still within the body and the Soul.
yes 25,000

These fingers always portray the truth no

Truth and accuracy in Kinesiology mean the same thing yes 25000**

Accuracy varies from person to person, from minute to 

minute and from subject to subject
yes 25,000

What comes through the fingers can vary based on the health 

of the body
yes 25,000

If the testor is aware, there are ways that can be used to 

increase accuracy when health problems interfere
yes 25,000

The following is the accuracy rate for this author after about 

18 months practice and after 30 months
18 mo Problem 10 yr

      Finding Things 10%
visual / 

spatial
12%

      Food Choices 10% desire 25%

      Choosing Contractors from Yellow pages 15% desire 30%

      Non-Food Purchases 30% desire 70%

      Awakening Charts 40% Practice 60%

      Medical Questions  (this body only) 40% Knowledge 70%

      Talent Charts 50% Practice 60%

      Spiritual Questions 75% Focus 96%

      Movie Rating system 90% *** 99%

**  The limit of this world.  This means that Truth and Accuracy are not 

necessarily the same at levels higher than 25,000 or lower than 0 (YES).

*     Level of Truth according to the Map of Consciousness (Hawkins MD PhD, David 

R., 1996, Power Vs Force , pgs 68-69, 2nd ed.)
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LOC=10,000

*** The accuracy of the calibration may be 99% but the definition still needs work 

so that the viewer is not mislead


